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Immediate action: A simple change in the way the Government invests in 
affordable homes – away from a focus on tenure and towards overall numbers 
– would help ramp up supply. The Government could move quickly on this by 
making the £7bn of existing funding available on a more flexible basis.

Long-term solution: To deliver the maximum homes for every pound the 
taxpayer puts in, the Government should apply a more flexible approach to all 
housing investment.
 
Rather than focusing on just one tenure, housing associations would negotiate 
an agreed level of public investment to deliver affordable homes, but outline 
an indicative mix of options that could include rent to buy, shared ownership, 
social rent, affordable rent, comprehensive estate regeneration programmes, 
and other innovative products. They would report on this every six months, 
with the flexibility to adapt the indicative mix based on local market 
circumstances.

Flexible funding
To tackle the housing deficit and repair the dysfunctional housing market, we 
need government investment in building more affordable homes – as the 
Prime Minister herself has said.

As well as providing more homes for those who need them, investing in 
housing will help boost the British economy during a period of economic 
uncertainty. Housing drives growth with a speed and effectiveness few 
industries can match. 

Every affordable home built generates an additional £106,000 in the economy  
and supports 2.2 jobs.

 

Now is the time to invest: The Government is already investing significant 
funds in housing but, given the scale of the crisis and the quick and significant 
economic impact, the power of government can do more to drive up supply. 

In addition to the £7bn of funding already committed, an extra £3bn of flexible 
funding would allow associations to deliver a further 100,000 homes. 

Of this 335,000, we estimate one third could be for ownership, one third for 
sub-market rent and one third for innovative new products.

Additional investment

As well as helping those in greatest need, the sector has long provided homes for low and middle income families 
who are in work but struggling. This is a key part of our heritage.

Today, that’s hard to do because many of these households are not served by the modern options on the housing 
market. They can’t afford market sale, are trapped in expensive private rent, can’t access social or affordable rent 
and can’t borrow to take out options like shared ownership.

With flexible funding and additional investment, housing associations can innovate to change that, developing 
pioneering new home and financing options targeted at those who are ‘just about managing’. 

There are ground-breaking ideas for new products already being tested across the sector. With government support, 
these ideas can be scaled up into a genuine national offer. 
 
One such idea could be a buy as you go equity share model.

Buy as you go

Under this model, the resident would make monthly payments broadly equivalent 
to 90% of market rent. This payment would be part rent, part acquisition of equity, 
with the split changing over time.

Innovative solutions for the ‘just about managing’

Having the right land available at the right price means more homes can be 
built more quickly - land can account for half the cost of development. The 
commitment in the last Comprehensive Spending Review to release enough 
public land to deliver 160,000 homes was welcome. 

We’re now urging the Government to give housing associations priority access 
to the public land available in return for speeding up building rates. Land 
could be allocated on the basis of number and speed of homes that would be 
built on it, rather than price alone, and Treasury guidance on best value should 
be reviewed to take this into account.

As well as taking action nationally, more could be done locally. Devolution 
deals should establish a mechanism for the identification, assessment, and 
release of land and assets for housing development. This can be in the form of 
a Land Commission as in the West Midlands or a Joint Assets Board as in the 
North East – though further clarity is still needed on how these options will 
work.

Access to land
Upfront, flexible government investment has a vital role to play, but the private 
finance housing associations bring to the table is equally important. For every 
£1 invested by government, associations put in £6 of their own money. This 
has allowed them to secure £80bn in private investment for new homes – 
almost £6bn each year.

The recently closed Affordable Homes Guarantee Scheme provided long-term, 
competitively-priced finance that has allowed housing associations to deliver 
27,000 affordable homes. On top of this, it provided interest savings that 
indirectly funded an extra 6,000-6,500 homes. 

The sector’s no-default record means this came at no cost to the taxpayer and 
there is a strong case for it continuing. There is up to £4bn of unused 
guarantee capacity in the 2012 Infrastructure (Financial Assistance) Act that 
could be allocated to support additional affordable housebuilding. To make 
this capacity even more effective, it could also be extended to cover 
refinancing of existing debt, allowing housing associations to take on more 
private finance to fund affordable housing.

Unlocking private finance
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